
CAPACITY:  
40 racks/hr., 1,000 dishes/hr., 
1,440 glasses/hr.

WATER CONSUMPTION:  
43.2 gals./hr., 1.08 gals./rack 

WATER SUPPLY TEMPERATURE:  
140°F optimum

WASH/RINSE PUMP:  
3/4 hp.

OPTIONS:  
False panel for corner and 
straight applications, pumped 
drain, flanged feet 

VOLTAGES:  
115V / 60Hz / 1Ph

KUBE\CS 70  |  Chemical Sanitizing Low-Temp Dishmachine

               CS 70  |  kube 

Introducing the kube\CS 70. MEIKO’s first-ever low-temp dishmachine. The smart  
design, ease of use & industry-leading efficiency made famous by our high-temp 
products — now available in a low-temp. 
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77-3/4”

Easy Refurbishing 
The kube\CS 70 is completely 

modular and easily disassembled 
for quick refurbishing. 

An experienced service agent 
can have the entire machine 
completely disassembled in 

15 minutes and the motor 
removed in less than three.

Interchangeable Wash Arms 
The kube\CS 70 features 

interchangeable top and bottom 
stainless steel wash/rinse arms 

that can be easily accessed, 
removed and replaced without 

the need for tools. 

Digital Display 
Complete with a front-mounted 

digital cycle and temperature 
display, the kube\CS 70 simplifies 

day-to-day operation and makes 
periodic maintenance a snap. 

Always At Temperature 
MEIKO’s patent-pending & user 
selected TempDrain feature 
empties under-temp water & 
refills between cycles, ensuring 
each and every cycle is at the 
correct temperature.

No More Door Guides 
Built with a solid, smooth, single 
piece of 304 stainless steel; 
door construction is the kube’s 
namesake. This resilient, cube-like 
door eliminates the multi-piece 
door guide issues plaguing the 
low-temp industry.

Reversible Accumulator 
The field reversible drain 

accumulator can be configured 
for left or right connections, 

easily accommodating existing 
field requirements.

Ergonomic Access 
Our control panel and dosing 
pumps are mounted underneath 
the machine for time-saving 
operation, maintenance and 
chemical agent access. 
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Completely Modular 
All stainless steel tubular-
constructed frame – including legs 
and crossbars – are completely 
independent of each other. Each 
can be removed or replaced, 
without replacing the entire frame.




